Abstract. We generalize the Newton polygon procedure for algebraic equations to generate solutions of polynomial differential equations of the form 23in aix wriere the a¡ are complex numbers and the /?( are real numbers with ß0 > ßx > ■■• . Using the differential version of the Newton polygon process, we show that any such a series solution is finitely determined and show how one can enumerate all such solutions of a given polynomial differential equation. We also show that the question of deciding if a system of polynomial differential equations has such a power series solution is undecidable.
When one looks for solutions of differential equations, one is forced to deal with the question: what form can these solutions have? The first natural class of solutions is the set of formal power series. An algorithm to determine whether a system of differential polynomial equations with coefficients in C(x) has such a solution is given in [DL84] . Even if we only consider algebraic equations, such solutions are not enough; one must consider fractional power series solutions (Puiseux series). In this paper we consider solutions of differential equations of the form ¿ZZoaixß' where ai G c and ßi e R with ßo > ß\ > '" • In S1» we show (Theorem 1.1) that if such a series satisfies a polynomial differential equation, then the ßi can have no finite limit point. In particular Y^LQx '' satisfies no polynomial differential equation. This motivates us to introduce the set r oo Q = \])2aixß'\ai £C, ßj£R, ß0> ßx> ■■■ and limjS(. = -oo
We will show that Q is a field that we call the field of generalized power series. In §2, we generalize the Newton polygon procedure for algebraic equations to generate solutions of differential equations. In §3, we show that after a finite number of steps the differential version of the Newton polygon process stabilizes; that is, after generating a finite number of terms of a generalized power series we will reach a point where the remaining terms are uniquely determined. In §4, we use this to enumerate, for a given differential polynomial P(x, y, y', ... , y^n'), all generalized power series solutions of P = 0. We must be careful when we make such a claim since the equation y (xy ¡y)' -0 has solutions y -cxa for arbitrary c and a, showing that such an equation can have an uncountable number of solutions (y = 0 also gives such an example). Our enumeration produces a list {cpk} of formulas in the first order language of real closed fields, with each <pk having free real variables ";* > ^¡k > ßik ' 0 < i < nk. Given aik, oiik , ßik satisfying the formula cpk , we show that J2"i0(etik + V^luik)xßik is the initial segment of a uniquely determined generalized power series y = Y^o^ik + ^~^ik>x k > Provided that lim.^^ ßik = -oo. If the latter holds, then this generalized power series is a solution of P = 0. The next terms of the series are determined by a simple recursion formula (cf. Theorem 4.1 of §4). In §5, we show that the question of deciding if a system of polynomial differential equations has a generalized power series solution is undecidable and discuss some related matters.
THE FIELD OF GENERALIZED POWER SERIES
Before we turn to generalized power series, we will consider series of the form T°loaixß' -where a¡ £ C, /?, e K, and ß0 > ßx > ••• but with no further restriction made on the ßt. Let C((x-1)) be the field of formal Laurent series in x~x. A differential polynomial equation [RI66] with coefficients in C( (x~x)) is an equation of the form 0 = F(y ,y',..., y(n)) = £; c¡y( o) • • -y( m), where I = (kQ, ... , km), n > kQ> ■■■ >km, c¡ £ C((x~x )), and distinct / may have different lengths m + 1. We shall prove the following. We will show, in the corollary to Lemma 1.2, that substituting y = Y,a¡x into such an equation makes sense (because only a finite number of terms in y contribute to any term of the form ex in the expansion of F(y, ... , y(n') in powers of x ). Our proof of the above theorem relies on the following lemmas and proposition. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use y itself. Assume the result is true for m. Let e' = 2(m+i) . There exists a j0 such that ßj < e' for j > j0 . We now distinguish between two cases. Case 1. y ^ ßj for j = 0, ... , j0. In this case we apply the induction hypothesis to y-ßr.,...,y-ßj and produce en, ... , e, , satisfying the conclusion u JO V Jq of the lemma with respect to m . Let ey>w+1=min{e',e0,...,e;o}.
If I7 -£o<;<m+lA-| < £y,m+l> then ßi0 * £' ■ Indeed if ßi0 < £'' then £o<;<w+i^, < l^l/2' so ly-Eo<,<m+1Ayl > lyl/2 > «' > e-Therefore i'o ^ io • Since \y -ßi -Ei</<m+i ßt\ < e < e, , we have that there exists an L, l<L<m+l, such that y-ß.^ = Ei<;<¿ ßi ■ Therefore, y = ¿Z0<j<l ßi ■ Case 2. Assume that y = ßk for some 0 < k < j0. For all j' ^ k, 0 < j < j0, apply the induction hypothesis to y -ßj and produce e¡ satisfying the conclusion of the lemma with respect to m . Let er,m+i=min{e'>e0'--->efc+i>--->e7o}-Assume that \y -£0<J<m+1 ß, \ < e7>m+i ■ If i0 = k , then we let L = 0 and the conclusion of the lemma is satisfied. If /0 < j0 and /0 ^ k, then we have \y -/?, ->~)i<-«rmJ.t ßi I < 6,-and we can argue as before. As in the first case, we show that i0 > j0 cannot happen.
In our application later of Lemma 1.2 we will assume w.l.o.g. that for any y ■£ 0, the sequence e m decreases as m increases.
Corollary. Let ßi be a decreasing sequence of real numbers. For any y and m, there exist only a finite number of solutions /?,,...,/?, to y = ß--\-(-ß. . we shall rewrite this as y = £, </v ßi + E, >jv ßi • Therefore \y -E, </v ßi\ < e , so Lemma 1.2 implies y = E ßi for some initial subsum of E, <# ßi • This contradiction shows that im < N and finishes the proof of the corollary.
This corollary shows that only a finite number of terms of y = ¿~2a¡xa' contribute to any term of the form cr in the expansion of F'y, ... , y(n)) in powers of x. Lemma 1.3. Let ßi be as in Lemma 1.2 and assume that 1 > ß0. The following is true: VjQ3sxVjx > sx3s2 > sxVj2 >s2---3sm> sm_¡ijm > sm (if ßJo + ---+ ßjm = ßj> + •■• + ßfi +q, where q £ 1, j0 < jx < ■■■ < jm, j'0 < ■■■ < j',, l < m, then l = m, j¡= ft for 0 < i < m, and q = 0).
Proof. Note that since ßi < 1 for all i, we must have \q\ < 2m + 1. For any such q apply the previous lemma in ß. -q and produce e(,9' . (Note that /?, -q ^ 0.) Let 5, be chosen so that /? < e^L/(m +1) for s > s, . We Since /?,; < 1, q -0. Assume m > 0. By the induction hypothesis, for any ;*, > sx the following is true: 3s2 > sxyj2 > s2---3sm > sm_xVjm > sm (if ßjt +■■■ + ßjm = ßf, + ■■■ + ßj,, + q for q £ Z, ;, < j2 < < jm, j" <•■•<//, l < tn, then l = m and ji = j" for 1 < i < m and q = 0).
Letting y = ßk-q, we have |y -(ßj, + ■■■ + ß},)\ = \ßh + •■ ■ + ßj < efm .
Therefore Lemma 1.2 implies that y = /?,/ H-+ ß,< for 0 < k < I. Note in the lexicographic ordering. These two facts imply that the highest term in P(Z0, ... , Zm) is lc) 'Z0° ■ ■ ■ Zmm , where / is the number of permutations of (0, ... , m), leaving (k0, ... , km) fixed. Therefore, P does not vanish identically. For some j0, P(ßj , Zx, ... , Zm) does not vanish identically. Therefore for some J, > sx(j0), P(ßj , ßj ,Z2, ... , Zm) does not vanish identically.
Continuing in this way, we have for some j0, J, > sx(jQ), ... , jm > smGo> ••■ > 7m-i)> mat P(ßj , ... , ßj ) ¿ 0. This means that the coefficient of xß~'o+'"+ß!m~ °~ "~ m+i/ is not zero in the expansion of F'y, ... , y^). This contradiction completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We assume the theorem is false and derive a contradiction. Let lima = a > -oo and let jQ be an integer such that a < a + 1 for j > j0 . Let z -(y -E,<, a-xa,)x~a . The term z satisfies a differential polynomial equation with coefficients in the differential field [RI50] F = C((x~x))(xa°, ... ,xa*,xa) = C((x-x))(xa°,...,xa>o,xa).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore, F(z, z , z", ...) = F(z) has finite transcendence degree over F. Since F has finite transcendence degree over C((x~ )), F(z) has finite transcendence degree over C((x~ )). This implies that for some A > 0, z, z , ... , z^' are algebraically dependent over C((x-1)). Therefore z satisfies a polynomial differential equation over C((x~ )). If z = E btx ', we have I > ß0> ■■■ and limy?, = 0. Now apply Proposition 1.4 to reach a contradiction and prove the theorem. Theorem 1.1 implies that if we are looking for series solutions E a¡x °f polynomial differential equations, we can assume that lim/?, = -oo . We therefore make the following definition. A generalized power series is a formal series of the following form: y -E^o aixß' wnere a,-e C, /?,-e R, ß0> ßx> ■•■ , and lim/?,. = -oo . (Note that y may consist of a finite number of terms, in which case, there is an A such that a, = 0 for / > A.) We denote by Q the set of generalized power series. To prove that Q is a field we need the following obvious We shall see that generalized power series appear naturally when one tries to apply a process similar to the classical (i.e. dealing with algebraic functions) Newton polygon process to generating a formal solution of a system of ordinary differential equations. Generalized power series have occurred in other contexts as well. The field 3 of series of the form E^o aixi > wnere ai, vi £ R, uQ < vx < • ■ • , and lim vi = oo, was studied by Levi-Civita [LC54] in the nineteenth century, by Ostrowski [OS35] and Mac Lane [MA39] in the 1930's, and more recently by Laugwitz [LA68] , Robinson [R073] , and Lightstone and Robinson [LR75] . Ostrowski studied this field as part of a general investigation of valuation theory. Mac Lane showed that when we let the a, be in C, this field is algebraically closed. The other authors studied S? as a nonarchimedian field (ordered with x as an infinitesimal) with the idea of doing analysis over this field. Clearly 3* (when ai £ C) and Q are isomorphic. We have chosen to work with Q because of its relation to asymptotic expansions of a function at oo.
In our generalization of the Newton polygon process, we will need the following technical lemma. Lemma 1.6. If y = E,>iQ,;c^ e ^ and pix» Y, ... , y(m)) is a differential polynomial such that 0 ^ P(y) = ax + terms with exponents smaller than ß, a ^ 0, then for suitable N, P('52x<¡<Na¡x ') = ax + terms with exponents smaller than ß. We also define P$o) as We define the weight wK of the term pWyW as deg^P^-ik,-k¿. Let w"' = maxA:=(A. k)wK ■ ^e now denne the Newton polygon. For every K we mark the point (wK, j) on (x, y) plane. The convex hull of these points and (-oo, 0) is denoted by & and is called the Newton polygon of the equation P = 0 corresponding to the initial segment y0 . If n = degy y(m) P is the degree of P, then & is situated between the two lines y -0 and "o y = n . Furthermore, note that we obtain the same convex hull if we take the points (w(l', j). For any edge e of the Newton polygon, we call its slope the number -(/, -i2)/(jx -j2) for any pair of distinct points (/',,;',), (i2, j2) £ e (note that this is the negative inverse of the usual geometric slope).
We now show how, using the Newton polygon, we can choose the next term (57 + Üv7-!)-* in the expansion of y = y0 + (a + ifv/-T)x -I-.
Let v" be a vertex of & such that the line L" with slope ß passing through v" touches ¿P either just at v» or contains an edge e of 9° descending from v". We call Vg available for the exponent ß . We now fix a certain available vertex v of ^, (and refer to it as the active vertex) such that /?(1) < ß where /? (1) where the sum ranges over all j such that (u;, j) belongs to L».
The Newton polygon procedure then has to select the next term axß in such a way that A »(a) = 0. For the same reason as in the classical Newton polygon procedure for expanding an algebraic function as a Puiseux series, A «(a) equals the coefficient of the highest term in the expansion of P(yQ + ax ) with indeterminate a and ß < ßs. We now show how to select a and /?.
Two different cases can occur. In the first case f¡ = 0 as a polynomial in ß . Corresponding to this case are two possibilities. For the first possibility we can take any /? such that ßs, ß > ß > ß , where /?( is the slope of the edge of the polygon & whose lower endpoint is v , and an arbitrary a ^ 0 for this choice of /?. The second possibility for this case is to take /? = ß and a ^ 0 such that hß(a) = 0, provided that A" has nonzero roots and /?(1) ^ -oo. In the second case, f¡^0
and either we take ß to be a root of f(ß) = 0 such that ßs, /?(2) > ß > ßw , provided that such a /? exists, and an arbitrary a ^ 0, or we take /? = /?(1) and a ¿ 0 being a root of A "(a) = 0, provided such an a exists. If the Newton process generates a sequence of /?,'s such that limy?, = -oo the formula 1 shows that the corresponding series is a solution of P(y) = 0. Note that different choices (at any stage) of an active vertex v for ß or a will lead to all possible generalized series solutions. We illustrate this Newton polygon process with the following and (-1, 1). If we let (-1,2) be the active vertex, then f2 = 0, /, = -/? , and f0 -0.
Since f2 = 0, we can take ß such that oo > /? > 0 and a arbitrary or we can let ß = ßy ' = 0 and any a satisfying A «(a) = -aß = -a(0) -0, i.e. a arbitrary. If we let (-1,1) be the active vertex, then fx = -ß ^0 and f0 = 0. Since ß must satisfy 0 > ß and a must satisfy hß(a)--ß a = 0, we see that letting (-1, 1) be an active vertex yields no possible ß . Therefore, we have determined that y0 -aQx °, with ß0> 0 and a0 arbitrary or y0 = a0 with q0 arbitrary (note that y = 0 is a solution of P(y) = 0). We shall now attempt to extend each of these initial segments by adding a term axß . that q0 ,¿ 1. Since ßQ -0, we must have ß < 0. This implies that the only available vertex is (-1, 1). We have fx = (aQ-l)ß and f0 = 0. Therefore hß(a) = (q0 -l)ß2a. Since a0 ^ 0 and ß < 0, this has no nonzero root a. Now assume q0 = 1. Referring to Figure 2 , we see that (-1,2) is an available vertex. We have f2 = 0, so we can select any ß < 0 and any a. Therefore, for y0 = a0 we can extend y0 to yx = a0 + axß with ß < 0 only if aQ = 1 in which case yx = I + axß where a and /? are arbitrary with ß < 0. Note that y0 = a0 is a solution of P(y) = 0.
We now let y0 = a0xßo, ß0> 0, and try to extend this to yx = a0xßo+axß , ßa > ß . We have
2 Ä,-L Figure 3 shows the Newton polygon for this differential polynomial. Note that the coefficient of Y" is nonzero since /?0 + 1 > 1, the coefficient of Y1 is nonzero since /?0 > 1, and the coefficient of Y is nonzero since ß0 > 0 and aQß2 ¿ 0. The only available vertices are (/?" -1, 1) and (ß0 -1, 0). Note that if we let (ß0 -1, 0) be the active vertex, then fQ = -a0ß2 ¿ 0 and A "(a) = -q0^o ' which has no roots (in general, letting a vertex of the form (wK, 0) be an active vertex leads nowhere). Therefore we let (ß0-l, 1) be the Figure 3 active vertex. We have fx = a0[ß^-2ß0ß + ß2] = a0(ß-ß0)2 and fQ = -aQß2Q . We have /, ^ 0 and we cannot take /? as a root of /, = 0. Therefore, we must let /? = 0. We then have A»(a) = a0)302a -a0/?Q , so a = 1. Therefore, if we try to extend y0 -a0xßa, ß0 > 0, to yx = aQxß° + axß , we must have ß = 0 and a = 1. In summary, we see that after applying the Newton procedure twice, we have generated the following possible initial segments: 1 + axß, with ß < 0 and a arbitrary; a, with a arbitrary; and axß + 1, with ß > 0 and a arbitrary.
The reader should show that each of these is actually a solution of P(Y) = 0 and that none of these can be further extended.
The Newton polygon procedure described above allows us to obtain an extension yx = y0 + ax of the given initial segment y0 . We now construct the new Newton polygon 9s corresponding to yx . By Taylor's formula, we have The following lemma compares 9° to 9° .
Lemma 2.1. Let (vß\ I) be the active vertex for ß in ¿P and let ¿P be the new Newton polygon corresponding to yx = y0 + axß .
(i) Any point (p, j) such that p + jß>wl-) + lß does not belong to 9° .
(ii) If (p, j) £ 9s lies on the boundary of 9s and j > I, then (p, j) £ 9° and the leading polynomial J"• is the same for 9s as for 9s .
(iii) (*u>( ' + Iß, 0) does not belong to 9By . Therefore 9y contains at least one edge with a slope less than ß and so, at the next step, we can pick out an active vertex with ordinate less than or equal to I.
Proof, ( for an appropriate KK ' and so, by the above, p < wy' + lß-jß. This contradicts the assumption that p + jß > it/ ' + lß and proves (i).
(ii) Fix some K -(kx, ... , k¡). If wK = vr', we obtain, from formula (2) does not belong to 9° . The second part of (iii) follows from this.
The case when at the next step we can take the same v as an active vertex can only happen if the edge descending from the endpoint v in the polygon 9°h as a slope less than ß . The following lemma tells us when this can continue to happen. Lemma 2.2. Let y -E°!0 a¡x ' be generated by the Newton polygon process as above and assume y £ Q,. If, in this process, a vertex v with ordinate I becomes available and stays available at each step thereafter, then dKP/dYK\Y=y = 0 for all K = (kx, ... , kj) for which j < I. If d P/dY \Y -axp+ terms with smaller exponent, a ^ 0, then by Lemma 1.6, d P/dY L = ax + terms with smaller exponents for sufficiently large 5. Since we are assuming that limJ_>oo ßt+s = -co, formula (1) shows that this would produce a point in the Newton polygon to the right of X + ßt+sY = co{l) + ßtJ. Therefore, dKP/dYK\Y=y = 0.
We end this section by noting that a Newton polygon type process has been previously used by several authors (e.g. [RA78 and DE82] ) to find solutions of linear differential equations and to find solutions of some nonlinear first order differential equations (e.g. [HI76] ).
Stabilization of the Newton polygon process
We begin with the following definition. A solution y = E("T + V-lol^x ' £ fí of P(Y) = 0 is called stabilizable for P if after some steps of the Newton polygon process we come to a Newton polygon 9s corresponding to an initial segment y0 -J2x<i<s(ä~ + \f^Yüi)xßi with active vertex v having ordinate 1 and only the edge descending from the vertex v has a slope less than ß . Furthermore, we require that ßs is not greater than any real root of the polynomial /,(/?). We also describe this situation as y is stable for P after y0. We make the following two remarks. The first is that /, ^ 0 as a polynomial in /?. Indeed, 
-q = w which is the abscissa of the point v . Obviously, /. ^ 0. The second remark is that after stabilizing there is a unique possibility for choosing the next term ax in the expansion y = y0 + ax H-; namely ß is the slope of the edge e of the Newton polygon descending from v and a satisfies the equation hß(a.) = fx(ß)a + lc(P(y0)) = 0. Therefore the Newton polygon process, after stabilizing, can be continued uniquely and correctly and leads to the unique solution y £ Q of P(Y) = 0 with initial segment y0, provided that the slopes tend to -oo. If the latter does not hold, we get no solution with initial segment y0 (by Theorem 1.1). The next lemma states that although a solution y (with an infinite number of terms) of P = 0 may not be stabilizable for P, y is stabilizable for some partial derivative of P. If y is stable for d'P/dY1 after y0 = zZ0<i<s(a¡+ V^ÏÏf,-)**'' » then all the exponents /?, lie in the Z-module generated by 1, ßQ, ... , ß .
.fin Note that the set OE = {E(ö~+ V-lE¡)xP( £ Q|{/?,} generate a finite Zmodule} forms a differential field.
Enumerating the generalized series solutions of an ordinary differential equation
The Newton polygon process described above can be used to enumerate (in a sense made precise below) the generalized series solutions of a differential equation P = 0, where P is the same as the beginning of §2. If we consider an initial segment y0 -^Kj<J(äJ + \f^£azi)xßi of P -0 where we are thinking of the ai, tf,, and /?, as real parameters, then the next iteration of the Newton polygon procedure used to extend y0 to y0 + (â~ + \f^Ya)x will place restrictions on these parameters. These restrictions can be expressed as a certain quantifier-free formula cp(a~x, ... , as, azx, ... , cfs,/?,,..., ßs, ä, W, ß)
in the first-order language of ordered fields. We consider the validity of such formulas in the first-order theory of real closed fields (sometimes called the Tarski algebra) and we shall refer to these as Tarski M ./ZT^°hô = Ekkj (q, + V-lcü,-)x ' is an initial segment of an expansion of solution y = y0 + ■ ■ ■ £ Q of the equation P. = 0, provided that the slopes in the expansion tend to -co. If the latter holds this solution y is stable for P after producing the initial segment y0 via the Newton polygon procedure (so y is uniquely defined from y0 on) and P(y) = 0. Any generalized series solution of P(y) = 0 appears in this way.
In the procedure that we now describe, the Tarski algebra formulas are generated when we attempt to extend an initial segment y0 = Ei<¡<s(5¡+v,-^i)^ • We will proceed by induction on 5 , the number of terms in the initial segment y0 . So, we are given a set of parameters ä~\~, ... ,<$s, ay,... ,as, ßx, ... , ßs and a certain Tarski algebra formula ç»(ôj\ ... ,a~s, ñx, ... ,ES, ßx, ... , ßs). At the base of the induction s = 0 and the formula cp is (0 = 0). In addition to cp we will also be given an equation Q = 0, an inequality Q0 ^ 0, a Newton polygon 9s;, for the equation Q = 0 corresponding to the initial segment y0, and lastly an active vertex at the previous step of the Newton polygon process. Here Q(Y), Q0(Y) are differential polynomials such that ôo ""< Ô where the latter relations mean that either the order of Q0 is less than the order of Q or that they both have the same order m and the degree of Q0 in Y{m) is less than the degree of Q in Y{m). When s = 0, Q = P and Q0 -1. The polygon 9°y is represented by specifying the integers 0 < i, < • • • < tu < n and a subset of them 0 < t\ < • • • < t'u> < n such that the ordinates of the vertices belonging to the boundary of 9B^) are exactly We now describe the next step of the enumeration algorithm, during which the next term axß of y -y0 + axß + ■■■ will be produced. Firstly, we select an active vertex v with ordinate / = t'y less than or equal to t'j. We then choose the exponent /? according to the following possibilities (cf. §2). Let f¡ = Eo<j<;0 fiJ)ßJ be a leading polynomial, where jjj) £ Qlä^, ... ,äs,Ex, ... , cxs, ßx, ... , ßs, V^-ï] ■ The first case is when the line with the next slope ß passing through the node v lies strictly outside Py and strictly between two edges of the Newton polygon, with slopes ôx > S2 respectively, adjacent to v . We then add to the formula cp the following conditions: Sx> ß > S2, ßs > ß , f(ß) = 0 (and in this case 5 and 5 are arbitrary). In the second case, when /? = S2, the algorithm adds to cp this latter equality as well as the condition ßs> ß and does the following. The algorithm produces the characteristic polynomial h^ £Q[srx,... ,5^,5,,... ,S=, ßx,..., ßm, V=l,a], (seeabove) corresponding to the edge with slope S2 and with endpoint v . Note that h5 involves t¡, p and f,. The expression a~ + \J-Fn is then substituted for a in hs , and we write hs (5 + \/-Ï5) = hs (a, a) + V-Î~hs (ö;, Ü ).
Finally, we add to the formula cp the equations h¿ (ä~, cf) = hs (a, =) = 0. The resulting Tarski formula is denoted by cp . We can check whether such ß , ôx > ß > ö2 exists. If not, we do not consider v as an available node. We wish to continue this process and our initial segment stabilizes. Since an initial segment may not stabilize for Q = 0 but only for some derivative dKQ/dYK we are forced to consider various branchings in our procedure. Consider all the differential polynomials dKQ/dYK for all K = (kx, ... , k¿) with j < I. We apply the reduction process from [SE56] to the system S? U {Q0 ¿ 0} and obtain as a result that the latter system is equivalent (over a differential closure) to a disjunction of the following form: V,(ô, = 0> Q¡ ¥" 0), where ß, -< dKQ/dYK < Q, for K = (kx, ... , kj), j < I, and Q.^ -< Q.. For any i we consider the system Q¡ = 0, Q, / 0 asa new starting point for the ' 'o Newton polygon process. We consider (ä~x -f-r3,-\/-T)x ' as the first term, then substituting it in Q, gives the next Newton polygon and Tarski algebra formula; if it is consistent, we substitute the next term (ä2 + y/^Vn2)xßl, etc., up to the term (ä~s + \f-la~s)xßs. After this we start to apply the recursive process, under description, to the system Q. = 0, Q, ^ 0, the constructed Newton polygon and the Tarski is the leading polynomial corresponding to the active node v and suppose that degz fx -I for some / and fx(Z) = a¡Z + ■■■ + a0, a¡ ^ 0. The condition we are considering is that the Newton polygon process applied to Q correctly gives, after A steps, the successive terms (â~^ + v/rT?ïJ+1)x^+l, ..., (ôç^ + \/-lä~s+N)xßs+N and, in addition, \ßs+N\ > |a0/Q/l + " ' + \ai/a¡\ ■ This latter inequality just implies that ßs+N is less than any real root of the polynomial /, . The described condition can be represented by a quantifier-free Tarski algebra formula >pN in a~, =•, /?,:, 1 < j < s + N (cf. above). Note that for any solution y of ß(7) = 0 and some initial segment y0 for which the next active vertex v has ordinate 1, we know by Theorem 1.1 that an A exists such that the next A terms of this solution satisfy such a Tarski algebra formula. At this point we have generated, for a fixed A, a Tarski formula that states that a segment of length s + N is an initial segment of a possible solution y of P = 0 and is stable for some equation Q = 0 provided that the slopes after stabilization tend to -co . In the process we have generated an auxiliary equation ß0 # 0 which must be satisfied to guarantee that y satisfies P = 0. To see if Q0(y) ^ 0, we carry out the following subprocedure that looks for an exponent M0 such that Q0(y) i= 0 (modx^0). For the A fixed above, we fix some A0 and some term of QQ of the form x °y( ' • • -y( s', namely, some term of its expansion of the form x °x > ~ ' • • • x '~s where 0 < j.,..., j < N0. The subprocedure looks over all A0, ;',,..., js (and also kx, ... ,kn introduced below). Denote M = L + ß--/, H-h /?, -/". We are at this point of x in the expansion of Q0(y) and the condition that this coefficient is not zero. This yields some additional Tarski algebra formula which we combine with the existing Tarski algebra formula. Test its satisfiability [TA51, C075, GR88] and if it is satisfiable, we have Q0(y) ± 0 (modxM) so Q0(y) = 0.
Our procedure will then output this formula as one of the *¥ in Theorem 4.1. If it is not satisfiable, continue the subprocedure described above for the next (n + 1)-tuple (k0, ... , kn). If ß0(y) ^ 0, then for an appropriate choice of kQ, ... , kn we will discover that ß0(y) # 0 (modx ).
To prove Theorem 4.1 we must show that the above procedure enumerates all the generalized series solutions y of the input equation P = 0. In expanding y by the Newton polygon process either the active vertex eventually would have ordinate 1 and then y is a solution of the equation P = 0) (by Lemma 2.2), K K or the active vertex eventually would have ordinate / > 1 and d P/d Y =0
for all K = (kx, ... , kj) with j < I (again by Lemma 2.2). In the second case (see B in the present section) we obtain using [SE56] a new system ß, = 0, ß,0 t¿ 0 which has y as a solution and for which Q¡ ~< P. After some steps of this reduction the algorithm comes to a certain system ß = 0, ß0 ^ 0 for which y is a stabilizable solution. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. -0. In this section we show that this fact is not true in Q and also that there is no algorithm to decide if such a system has a solution in Q. It will be convenient to work with the field ( oo Q0 = I Eaixßi\ai £ C, ßl■£ R, ß0 < ßx < ■ ■ ■ , and lim ßt = oo
his field is obviously a differential field with derivation ^ . Using the map that sends x to x~ , we see that £20 with the derivation ^ is isomorphic to Q with the derivation D = -x £ . This observation allows us to transfer results concerning solution of differential equations in Q0 to similar results about Í2 (and vice versa).
We start by considering the system of differential equations (4) y'x = ßy, ß'= 0, z'yx + z"' =y + x.
We first show that if ß = \ for some n £ N, then (4) has a solution in Q0. If n = 1, we may let y = -x and z = 0, so assume n > 1. We will show that there exist ax, ... ,an and c in C such that y = cxx,n and z = axxx/" + ■■■ + <2"_,x(,!-are solutions of (4). If we substitute these expressions in the last equation of (4) and compare exponents of x, we see that a'c+%(»"i)=0, a,I(i->)=c. ln \n J These equations determine cn uniquely. Once we select c, then ax, ... , an_x are uniquely determined.
Conversely, assume that (4) has a solution in Q0 . We will show that ß = \ for some n £ N. The first two equations of (4) imply that y = ex for some c £ C. If c = 0, then the third equation reduces to z"x = x and this latter equation has no solution in Q0. Therefore c ± 0 and ß £ R. Let /? ^ 0, y = cx^ , and z = E^o "i*^ e ^o he solutions of (4). We shall assume that ß ^ j¡ and derive a contradiction. First we shall show ß > 0. If ß < 0, comparing lowest powers of x in z'yx + z"x -y + x yields ca0ß0x 0+ -cxß , which is impossible. Next we shall show that x , xx~2ß, xx~3ß, ... must all occur in z with nonzero coefficients. Comparing coefficients of x1 in z'yx + z"x = y + x , we have ca,. (1 -/?) = 1, where a, is the coefficient of xx~ß in z. Therefore a, ^0.
Comparing coefficients of xx~nß, we have ca. (1 -nß) + a-(I -(n -1 )/?)(-(« -1)/?) = 0 where a, is the coefficient of xx~nß in z. Induction shows that a, ,¿0 for all «. Since limn_>00 1 -«/? = -co, we see that z cannot lie in Q0 , a contradiction.
We can now show that the following problem is undecidable: given a system P¡(yx. author, E. R. Kolchin, considers simple zeroes of differential polynomials in valued differential fields (a zero u of P is simple if dP/dY(,\u) ^ 0 for some i). He shows that there is an element y0 of the value group such that 1^ -w| > y0 for every v in the field which is a zero of P different from u. In particular, this implies that generalized series that are simple zeroes of polynomial differential equations are finitely determined. This latter paper uses valuation theoretic techniques but no Newton polygon process.
